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Fully Automatic Balling Machine HK

Fully Automatic Balling Machine HK
The electronically controlled Automatic Balling Machine HK with 6, 9 or
12 spindles processes in a fully automatic working cycle twines, strings
and cords into balls of all common shapes within a weight range from 5
to 2000 grams (HK-6), 1500 grams (HK-9) or 500 grams (HK-12).
When starting the winding cycle the flyer makes a half turn and puts the
twine in front of the winding mandrel. The slotted mandrel moves
forward into winding position and threads the twine. After a few turns of
the flyer the thread clamp releases the beginning of the twine which is
then wound into the ball.
All ball shapes and structures are infinitely adjustable through a raising
and lowering of the mandrel beam. During the base winding the mandrel
runs with increased speed. This results in a large twine laying grid and
an increased ball volume. During the surface layer winding an automatic
decrease of the mandrel speed results into a closed twine layer on the
surface of the finished ball. The ratio mandrel revolutions to flyer
revolutions can be adjusted at any mandrel beam position and stored
into the operation panel storage place. With this option you can also
produce “square” balls.

Beginning of winding

The final circumference winding consists of parallel layers side by side
on the surface of the ball. Optional there is the possibility to insert a
label, tied down with the final circumference winding. The end of the
twine is led into the insert hook and put into the open knife of the cutting
device.
The knife moves backwards, cuts the twine and at the same time Base winding
clamps the twine-end for the next winding cycle. The insert hook moves
backwards and draws in the twine in loop shape under the circumference
winding. The winding cycle is finished and the ball is doffed with a drawback movement of the winding mandrel.
All ball parameters like running-length mandrel-beam-position, winding
speed etc. can be stored in up to 99 storage places for shortest changeover-times.
Additional Equipment:
 Driven creel with thread accelerator and reserve connection
 Labelling device
 Preparation system
 Thread breakage control with machine stop
 Ball conveyor with elevator
 Safety light curtain

Final circumference winding

Technical Data:
Winding heads
Spindle gauge
Ball width

Flyer speed
Winding length
Label
Material supply

Power consumption
Air consumption
Air pressure
Machine weight
Space requirement

6, 9 or 12
HK-6: 440 mm, HK-9: 279 mm, HK-12: 190 mm
HK-6: approx. 50 to 200 mm Ø, max. 200mm long
HK-9: approx. 50 to 150 mm Ø, max. 130 mm long
HK-12: approx. 50 to 130 mm Ø, max. 110 mm long
200 – 1200 rpm
infinitely adjustable
20 to 55 mm Ø
or max. 40 x 40 mm
cylindrical spools
max. 300 mm Ø, 450 mm long,
or conical bobbins for overhead material supply
approx. 10 kW
max. 2,5 m3/h
6,0 bar
approx. 3500 kg
approx. 15 m2

Subject to technical modifications without notice.

Operation panel with touch screen
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